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Abstract
Self-organizing Map (SOM) is a useful data analysis method that consists of complex calculations. Numerous researchers have successfully improved online SOM processing speed using Heterogeneous Computing (HC). HC is a combination of Central Processing Unit
(CPU) and Graphic Processing Unit (GPU) that work closely together by accessing separate memory blocks. Although the standard HC
has an excellent performance, performing online SOM variant will cause computer hardware underutilized when number of neurons in
SOM map is smaller than number of cores. Moreover, complexities of steps in SOM algorithm drive to increase the usage of high
memory capacity. Nevertheless, this situation leads to communication latency that caused by “deep copies” method. Recently, Heterogeneous Uniform Memory Access (HUMA) platform has a noteworthy parallel processing capability. Therefore, this paper presents parallel SOM using HUMA platform and multiple stimuli approach. In this study, the main goal is to reduce computation time of SOM training via implementing parallel SOM on HUMA platform and increase GPU cores utilization. This study employed dataset from UCI repository. As a result, the proposed work was able to score up to 1.23 of speed up overall for large map size compared to standard parallel
SOM. Hence, the proposed work is able to suggest a greater solution for small to medium sized of data analysis software.
Keywords: Graphic Processing Unit; Heterogeneous Computing; Heterogeneous Uniform Memory Access; Parallel Computing; Parallel SOM.

1. Introduction
SOM is a type of Artificial Neural Network (ANN) that is useful for solving the problem of data exploration and clustering in many domain areas [1]–[3]. It has great abilities to deal with missing values, remove noise, and outliers [4]. Although SOM has an excellent performance, it still has problems on slow processing when visualizing large map sizes [5]. This heavy workload applies to processor when
it implements certain steps in SOM such as find best matching unit (BMU) and update weight [4]. In addition, dataset dimensions have a
high impact on SOM processing [6]. Generally, the larger dataset dimensions, the longer time is taken to complete SOM processing.
This issue attracts many researchers to improve SOM processing by implementing SOM algorithm in parallel whether by using net work
(map) partitioning [7]–[9] or data (example) partitioning [10]–[12] or combining both data and network partitioning [13], [14]. Network
partitioning is usually used with the original Kohonen SOM algorithm known as online SOM training in order to maintain the training
sequentially with the map updates [4], [15]. The parallel execution is normally done by assigning each neuron on map per parallel thread.
On the other hand, data partitioning is implemented on modified version of SOM called batch SOM training [4], [15]. In data partitioning,
parallel execution is done by dividing the data amongst the individual threads. The implementation of data partitioning method was more
popular among researchers. One of the reasons, it is straight forward implemention of batch SOM algorithm in parallel where each data
can be mapped per processing element [12], [16], [17]. Through it, the processing speed could be assured compared to network partitioning. However, there was some issues had been reported regarding to batch training which related to quality of results [18]. Consequently,
several research works attempted to combine both partitioning in order to gain the benefits of both methods [13], [14].
Meanwhile, most researchers who have suggested SOM improvements in their works are targeted to achieve scalability and efficiency.
The proposed parallel SOMs that efficient should be faster in terms of processing compared to the earlier versions of parallel SOM [19]–
[21]. In term of scalability, the proposed parallel SOMs should able to handle variety size of dataset and also maintain scalability of
hardware. Many research works were found in the literature parallelized SOM with the interest to increase performance through increasing
the utilization of hardware [22]. Greater utilization of processing elements will lead to greater speed up performance [23]. Besides, a few
research works presented more inputs or stimuli on the SOM in order to improve hardware utilization [24], [25]. Therefore, this study will
concern on implementing parallel SOM that combine both data and network partitioning. This method could gain benefit of original
online SOM algorithm which assures in terms of accuracy of results and also gain benefit from batch SOM algorithm that has proven in
terms of processing speed.
Furthermore, there were many versions of task decomposition found to parallelize SOM algorithm. Four major steps in SOM algorithm
have been decomposed with the interest to run in parallel namely initialize weights, calculate distance, find BMU, and update weights.
Almost all the researchers parallelized calculate distance and find BMU steps [5], [16], [22], [26], [27]. Many of them also parallelized
update weights step and occasionally found in the literature that parallelized initialize weights step [22], [27], [28]. Therefore, this study
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will concern to parallelize these three steps; calculate distance, find BMU, and update weights. These steps involve a large number of
repeating calculation which suitable to implement in parallel.
On the other hand, to improve the SOM algorithm, Graphic Processing Unit (GPU) variant shows better performance in terms of
computation time for large data than Central Processing Unit (CPU) variant [14], [22], [29]. GPU is a many core processors comprising
hundreds or even thousands of compute cores [30]. Introduction to GPU programming frameworks make GPU more popular to design
parallel algorithm for high speed processing. Example of GPU programming frameworks are Open Computing Language (OpenCL) and
Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) [31]. Basically, GPU is an accelerator to CPU that has been widely used for processing
scientific data and graphic purposes. Combination of GPU and CPU that work together produces a paradigm known as Heterogeneous
Computing (HC) [32].
HC is one of the popular platforms for executing parallel SOM for both SOM variants; online SOM and batch SOM training [16], [22].
Although standard HC has an excellent performance, performing online SOM training on many cores architecture will cause underutilized computer hardware. Specifically, this condition occurs when the number of neurons on map is smaller than the number of cores
[14], [22]. Therefore, several research works implemented batch SOM training by using data partitioning in order to fully utilize the
cores of processor. Moreover, [6] found that when SOM processing was conducted in parallel with high dataset dimensions and larger
map sizes, it would significantly slow down the SOM processing even by using combination of GPU and CPU. Numerous researchers
agreed that when SOM is executing on HC, it shows a significant increase in processing speed especially for large data compared to execute on CPU only [14], [28], [29]. Additionally, due to the drawback of earlier HC architectures, many frameworks used the GPU as an
accelerator that can only work under CPU control. Thus, protocol in communication between GPU and CPU is a source of high communication latency that finally causes bottleneck. This problem is resolved by using distributed memory of HC where the memory management needs to be configured manually by the programmer [33].
The latest technology on hardware design for HC system known as Heterogeneous System Architecture (HSA) is a single integrated
unify GPU and CPU circuit chip [33], [34]. This offers a unified programming platform which reduces communication latency between
GPU and CPU and also eliminates programmability barrier. The HSA specification has been implemented by major microprocessor
manufacturers such as AMD and Intel. AMD has introduced Heterogeneous Uniform Memory Access (HUMA) technology that support
HSA specification [35]. Meanwhile, Intel also has introduced HSA compliant microprocessor in their sixth-generation product line with
codename Intel Skylake [36]. Moreover, the introduction of GPU programming framework like OpenCL 2.0 in 2013 that supports HSA
specification become a complement to HSA enabled microprocessors which support in term of software [37]. One of the features in
OpenCL 2.0 is Shared Virtual Memory (SVM). SVM allows the device and the host to share a common virtual address range [37]. SVM
also can reduce overhead by removing deep copies during transferring data between host and device. Deep copies involve complete
duplicating objects in the memory hence reduce redundancies [33]. Developing a computer program using both hardware and software
HSA compliant is able to enhance communication between GPU and CPU by authorizing the GPU to manage its own resources and
access some of the resources from the CPU.
From the above discussion, this paper presents parallel SOM using HUMA to solve two main problems. The first problem is
communication latency when implementing SOM on earlier version of HC. Secondly, the problem is underutilized cores in GPU when
employing online SOM training. In this study, we propose an enhanced parallel SOM architecture which combines network and data
partitioning parallel methods and adapts multiple stimuli approach. The main purpose of this study is to reduce computation time of SOM
training via implementing parallel SOM on HUMA platform and increase GPU cores utilization. This study conducts an experiment to
evaluate the performance of the proposed work in terms of efficiency and scalability which relates to processing time. As a result, the
proposed work has performed better for both efficiency and scalability compared to the previous work.
Therefore, this paper is prepared as follows. Section 2 describes about the proposed work on enhanced parallel SOM using HUMA. Next,
Section 3 explains about research method for this study while Section 4 elaborates about the result and discussion. Finally, Section 5
provides conclusion and future research on parallel SOM.

2. Proposed method
For the solution, this study proposes an enhanced parallel SOM architecture as depicted in Figure 1. The proposed work applies data
parallelism which executing on three different steps of SOM; calculate distance, find BMU and update weights. With the interest to increase GPU utilization, this study applies task parallelism to execute duo stimuli for both calculate distance and find BMU steps. The
purpose of execution of parallel duo stimuli is to reduce computation time for small map. This issue has been highlighted by the previous
researchers [14], [22]. Moreover, the proposed work is based on fined-grained SVM buffers in OpenCL 2.0 platform which can reduce
communication latency between GPU and CPU because they are synchronized during the execution of the SVM buffer.
In details, the proposed architecture in Figure 1 consists of two parallel kernels for calculate distance step, two parallel kernels for find
BMU step and a kernel for update weight step. The design of parallel kernels is realized by applying multiple stimuli into the proposed
architecture. The main purpose of running the kernels in parallel is to increase utilization of work units in GPU. OpenCL 2.0 is used in
the proposed work because it provides a general purpose of parallel programming interface for supporting GPU hardware. By using
OpenCL 2.0, it allows a programmer to produce many queues for execution. The queues are processed based on out-of-order execution
where no guarantee that the enqueued commands will be completed in sequences [37].
The first parallel kernel comprises of Calc_Dist_Kernel_1 (CDK1) and Calc_Dist_Kernel_2 (CDK2). The function of this kernel is to
calculate the distance between current input vector and neurons by using Manhattan distance calculation, MD. Then, the distance values
are stored into an array. Figure 2 depicts algorithm for distance calculation where, x is an input vector with n data and, Wj is neurons
vector with m weights. In the meantime, the second parallel kernel comprises of Find_BMU_Kernel_1 (FBK1) and
Find_BMU_Kernel_2 (FBK2). This kernel searches for BMU in parallel by applying two stages of parallel reduction method. The BMU
is a calculation to choose a winner neuron that has the smallest distance among the neurons. The implementation of kernels in every parallel kernel may overlap each other. Lastly, the third kernel updates weight of neurons based on neighbourhood function and learning rate.
Figure 3 shows algorithm for update weight steps where W is neuron’s weight and B is map length. The algorithm begins with determining the neighbourhood value which includes learning rate. The BMU and its close neighbours will be changed the most, while other neurons are changed the least. This study applies Gaussian function as a neighbourhood function as shown in Equation (2).
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Fig. 1: Enhanced parallel SOM architecture
Begin
For k=1 to Wjm do in parallel
MD(x, Wj) = (x1-Wj1) + (x2-Wj2) + … + (xn-Wjm)
dist_array[n] = MD(x, Wj )
End for
End

(1)

Fig. 2: Distance calculation algorithm
Begin
Determine neighborhood value
For k=1 to Bn do in parallel
Wupdate = Wcurrent + neighborhood_function[x(i)- Wcurrent]
End for
End

(2)

Fig. 3: Update weight algorithm

In addition, Figure 4 shows flow of the enhanced parallel SOM for better understanding. From the figure, shapes with white and blue
colour are under host control. The processes that related to duo stimuli methods are coloured with blue. Meanwhile, the yellow shapes are
controlled by device side. After execution of FBK1 and FBK2, GPU synchronizations are taking a place in order to make sure the executions of the both kernels are completed. After executing all the kernels, the next step is modifying learning factor and neighbourhood
radius as shown in Figure 1. All the steps in the loop block will be repeated until finishing n iteration. Finally, the result of SOM will be
generated by using map.
Explicitly, this study combines network partitioning by using online SOM training and data partitioning by using batch SOM training.
The batch learning process is implemented into the proposed work by adapting duo stimuli that targeted to reduce half of the training
cycle. The proposed work is essentially implementing batch learning processing to execute Parallel Kernel 1 and Parallel Kernel 2. For
an example, the execution of CDK1 and CDK2 is considered as executing two different tasks. Furthermore, the detail algorithm for this
proposed work has been explained in our previous paper [39]. The algorithm is expected to reduce the computation time and maintain the
final results as good as the original online SOM training.
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3. Research method
This study conducts an experiment to evaluate algorithm of the proposed enhanced parallel SOM architecture known as e-FGPSOM. The
experiment is done to evaluate the efficiency and scalability of e-FGPSOM over larger dataset size and larger map size compared to algorithm for standard parallel SOM on HUMA platform known as FGPSOM. e-FGPSOM applies combination of online and batch SOM
while FGPSOM applies online SOM for training type. Besides, e-FGPSOM uses five kernels while FGPSOM uses three kernels. However, both FGPSOM and e-FGPSOM are executed on OpenCL 2.0. The experimental design for this study is summarized in Table 1.
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Fig. 4: Enhanced parallel SOM execution flow

Objectives
SOM Training Type
No. of Kernel
Dataset Sizes
Map Sizes
No. of Parameters
Iterations (Epoch)
Quality Measurements

Table 1: Experimental Design
To evaluate efficiency and scalability
e-FGPSOM (Online + Batch SOM)
FGPSOM (Online SOM)
e-FGPSOM (5 kernels)
FGPSOM (3 kernels)
10000, 20000, 30000, 40000
50x50, 80x80, 100x100
3
30
Time (s), Speed Up

The experiment uses Bank Marketing dataset because this dataset is considered as a huge and multivariate dataset [40]. It consists of 21
numbers of attributes and there are no missing values. The dataset is tested using three different map sizes in order to find the best map
sizes which are 50x50, 80x80, and 100x100. This experiment also uses four different dataset sizes; 10000, 20000, 30000, 40000 with the
same number of parameters and iterations. Moreover, the performance measurement is based on time in seconds and speed up. Four
kinds of time have been calculated from the execution of each kernel and the total time.
Besides, this study also considers suitable hardware and software. Thus, the experiment is executed on a laptop that equipped with HSA
enabled processor, Intel i7-6700HQ processor, 16 Gigabyte (GB) of Random-Access Memory (RAM) and built in Intel® HD Graphics
530. This processor belongs to the Skylake family which supports the OpenCL 2.0 and lower version. It is equipped with four CPU cores
and 24 numbers of Execution Units (EUs) placed at GPUs. The reason of employing this processor is to implement SOM algorithm on
HUMA platform. 16 GB of memory or RAM is applied due to increase processing of the processor for the reason that the memory is
shared between CPU and GPU. The one Terabyte (TB) of storage is sufficient for this study.
Moreover, the software section consists of Microsoft Windows 10 for Operating System (OS), Microsoft Visual Studio 2013 for Integrated
Development Environment (IDE), and GPU programming framework. C++ programming language has been used to write the coding for
parallel SOM algorithm. Moreover, the most important software in this study is Intel OpenCL Software Development Kit (SDK). It is
installed to accelerate the programming in a GPU environment. By using Intel® SDK for OpenCL™ Applications 2015 that supports the
features in OpenCL 2.0 and lower versions, the SOM processing can be implemented in parallel. OpenCL 2.0 is used to implement enhanced parallel SOM on HUMA platform.
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4. Result and analysis
The analysis of results for performance comparison between FGPSOM and e-FGPSOM are illustrated in Figure 5 and 6 respectively.
From the graph, it can be seen that e-FGPSOM is able to reduce the computation time compared to FGPSOM for every dataset sizes and
map sizes. Both solutions have similar trend for kernel processing where calculate distance and update weight kernels consume least
computation time compared to the find BMU kernel. The computation time of update weight kernel of e-FGPSOM increases compared
to FGPSOM due to the enhanced version includes array copying process in order to update both SOM map array for preparing the next
iteration of processing. Meanwhile, the computation time of find BMU kernels is seen decreasing although it has included two synchronization points.

Fig. 5: Performance of FGPSOM based on larger dataset sizes

Fig. 6: Performance of e-FGPSOM based on larger dataset sizes

Overall, the performance of e-FGPSOM outperforms FGPSOM. However, the averages of speed up enhanced are decreasing over larger
dataset sizes and map sizes. For example, the values of speed up enhanced of e-FGPSOM are between 1.675 to 1.855 and 1.310 to 1.761
for executing 10000 and 20000 datasets respectively. In addition, the values of speed up enhanced gradually decreased for processing
30000 and 40000 datasets with scores between 1.273 to 1.418 and 1.258 to 1.442 respectively. In details, both speed up enhanced and
speed up overall performances can be realized as shown in Figure 7. From the figure, it can be seen that both of the speed up measurements decrease against larger map size. This trend could occur because of the hardware used reaches its limitation of processing. The
hardware used is containing up to 5376 concurrent kernel instances. In details, the processing of 80x80 and 100x100 map sizes are comprised of 6400 neurons and 10000 neurons which contains more than capacity of the hardware used.
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Fig. 7: Performance of e-FGPSOM based on larger dataset sizes

According to these results, this study agreed with [29] who have reported that the speed up ratios became lower when the parallel
processing capacity of GPU had reached to its limit. It can be assumed that if the hardware processing capacity sufficient to cater the map
size, the speed up enhanced can be maintain over average 1.5 or even more. Moreover, greater utilization of GPU cores by using the
proposed works has increased the processing speed of parallel SOM.

5. Conclusion
This paper has presented parallel SOM using HUMA platform. The proposed solution is adapted with multiple stimuli approach. As a
result, the number of kernels in GPU increased to five kernels rather than three kernels. This improvement is to enhance the utilization
cores in the GPU. The overall results demonstrate that the proposed work is able to enhance parallel SOM in terms of efficiency and
scalability performance. The advantages of the proposed work compared to the standard version of parallel SOM are:
i) More efficient due to combination of batch and online SOM training that executed on HUMA platform.
ii) More scalable in terms of cores utilization in GPU due to its imposition with multiple stimuli approach.
In conclusion, the proposed work is able to resolve the problems of communication latency and underutilized cores in GPU. Accordingly,
the proposed work is able to offer a greater solution for small to medium sized of data analysis software. Although the proposed work has
imposed with two modifications which are implementing multiple stimuli and adapting into GPU computing with unified memory model,
the proposed work still far to achieve high score of speed up overall measurement. There is a limitation of the propos ed work where the
synchronization points at find BMU step could burden the processing of the find BMU kernel. Therefore, to solve the current limitation,
identification of the final BMU values should be done at kernel processing. In the future, we would also implement other features of
OpenCL 2.0 such as dynamic parallelism and work-group function in order to improve the limitation of the proposed work.
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